The Hill coefficient: inadequate resolution of cooperativity in human hemoglobin.
The Hill coefficient nH is a dimensionless parameter that has long been used as a measure of the extent of cooperativity. Originally derived from the oxygen-binding curve of human hemoglobin (Hb) by A. V. Hill in 1910, and reinvented by J. Wyman several decades later, nH is indexed to the stoichiometry of ligation and is indirectly related to the overall cooperative free energy for binding all four oxygen ligands. However, the overall cooperative free energy of Hb ligation can be measured directly by experimental methods. The microscopic cooperative free energies that relate to energetic coupling between specific subunit pairs can also be experimentally determined, while the Hill coefficient is, by its nature, a macroscopic parameter that cannot detect differences among specific subunit-subunit couplings. Its continued use in studies of the mechanism of cooperativity in Hb is therefore of increasingly limited value.